
Internet Research and Webpage Design: Images

Aim: Success Criteria: Resources:
Select, use and combine a variety of 
software (including Internet services) on 
a range of digital devices to design and 
create a range of programs, systems 
and content that accomplish given goals, 
including collecting, analysing, evaluating 
and presenting data and information in the 
context of adding appropriate and relevant 
images to a webpage.

I can add images to a webpage.

I can search for an appropriate image that 
illustrates the text of a webpage.

I can insert and format an image.

Lesson Pack

Desktop computer, laptop or tablet

Key/New Words: Preparation:
Internet, World Wide Web (WWW), search, 
search engine, results, Google, browser, 
format, image, layout, Creative Commons, 
attribution, permission, attribution.

Images Activity Sheets  - as required

Prior Learning: able to navigate websites and search the web; able to login to online resources, use toolbars in applications and 
make decisions about good layout.
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Taskit
Creative Commonsit: Children practise finding creative commons images.

Compareit: Children research two websites containing similar information and evaluate the images used. 

Learning Sequence

Using Images from the Internet:  Children discuss the following questions: Where do you find images you 
can use? Can you use any images on the Internet? Why? Why not?

Creative Commons: Show children how to find images that can be used in documents. Explain they need 
to look for images that can be used under the creative commons license, and how to attribute the 
image.

Images: Children to find a relevant image and insert it into their webpage. 

Insert Images in a Webpage: Demonstrate how to insert an image into a webpage.
Formatting an Image: Demonstrate how to format an image on a webpage.

Insert and Format: Using the differentiated Images Activity Sheets, children search for a creative 
commons images that can be used in their webpage, and insert and format the images into their page.

Children supported to find and insert 
images.

Children given guidance to search for, 
insert and format images on their 
webpage.

Peer Review: Children share, focusing on checking the images used are creative commons and that they 
have been attributed correctly, and then how they have been formatted and laid out on the page.

Edit: Children continue with their page, making relevant edits as required.


